APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Students should attend an information session and meet with the Coordinator of the Bucknell in London Program (Anita Casper) before submitting an application. The application can be accessed on the Office of Global & Off-campus Education website. Applications are competitive and early applications are encouraged. Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis until Feb. 7, 2019, but the program may fill before that date.

INFORMATION SESSIONS
Attend one of the 50-minute information sessions listed below:

TUESDAY, OCT. 16, 2018 › Noon – 12:50 p.m.
114 Academic West

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 24, 2018 › 4 p.m.
246 Elaine Langone Center

THURSDAY, NOV. 8, 2018 › 4 p.m.
246 Elaine Langone Center

WHO SHOULD APPLY?
This program is open to Bucknell sophomores*, juniors, and first-semester seniors.
› Open to all majors
› Offers courses in the arts, humanities and the social sciences
› Fulfills core requirements, including Integrated Perspectives (IP), global connections (GBCC), environmental connections (EVCN), social sciences (SLSC), writing (W2) and arts and humanities learning goals (AHLG)
› Opportunity to earn major credits in Economics and Engineering
*Some exceptions apply.

BUCKNELL FACULTY CO-DIRECTORS
THOMAS KINNAMAN
Department of Economics
Professor Kinnaman has been teaching economics courses at Bucknell to both majors and non-majors for nearly 25 years. He specializes in the economics of environmental issues and policies. He has a deep interest in British history and culture that he wishes to share with students enrolling in this program.

MATTHEW HIGGINS
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
Professor Higgins has been teaching courses in the Civil and Environmental Engineering program as well as for the Environmental Studies program. His areas of interest are in sustainability, renewable energy from anaerobic digestion, and related environmental issues. He has worked with companies in the UK, Denmark, Norway, and Scotland, which will provide some of the basis for the core course in the Bucknell in London Program.
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Students participating in the program are required to take the anchor course, Sustaining London: Environment, Economy, and Society, plus select three of the following elective courses: Britain’s Economic Legacies, Engineering Planning and Project Management, Theatre in London, or Art & Culture in London. Courses offer the opportunity to fulfill the following graduation requirements: IP, W2, EVCN, GBCC, AHLG, ARHC, SLSC, and EGGSS.

ANCHOR COURSE
SUSTAINING LONDON: ENVIRONMENT, ECONOMY, AND SOCIETY / UNIV 200; PROFESSORS HIGGINS AND KINNAMAN
The course will cover a number of core concepts related to sustainability. We will examine how human activities, policies and decisions affect sustainability, and compare and contrast policies and practices in the U.S. to those in London, the UK, and Europe that impact sustainability. We will also utilize tools to assess sustainability such as life-cycle analysis (LCA) and life-cycle costing, carbon footprints and water footprints. This course fulfills EVCN, IP, SLSC and W2 requirements.

ELECTIVE COURSES
BRITAIN’S ECONOMIC LEGACIES / ECON 222LS; PROFESSOR KINNAMAN (elective suitable to all Bucknell students)
Students will develop an understanding of the miraculous political and economic history of Britain via exposure to theories on why economies grow and fail, exposure to seminal readings on the triangular Atlantic trade routes, and exposure to personal accounts of industrial towns in England during the Industrial Revolution. Students will also explore the many economic debates occurring in London and Cambridge that continue to revolutionize modern economies across the globe. This course fulfills SLSC and W2 requirements.

ENGINEERING PLANNING AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT / CEGG 490; PROFESSOR HIGGINS (elective suitable to all Bucknell students, but required for engineering students)
In the course the students will learn the basic concepts of project management, engineering planning (feasibility analysis), engineering economics (time-value of money), project scheduling (critical path method), and optimization. Professional ethics will also be discussed. Field trips and guest speakers will be used extensively in the course to give students exposure to real-world project management. This course fulfills W2 requirements.

THEATRE IN LONDON (THEA 264—Theater in London/ELS 289—Studies in Dramatic Literature / PROFESSOR SULLIVAN)
This course focuses on one of the highlights of London's cultural life and introduces students to all aspects of the London theater. We will take a continental trip to Norway and Denmark to experience sustainability efforts in those countries. Also trips within the UK will include Bath, York, Cambridge that continue to revolutionize modern economies across the globe. This course fulfills EVCN, IP, SLSC and W2 requirements.

FIELD TRIPS
Since we consider all of London, the UK and Europe our classroom, field trips are a regular part of Bucknell in London courses. We will take a continental trip to Norway and Denmark to experience sustainability efforts in those countries. Also trips within the UK will include Bath, York, Stonehenge, and Edinburgh, Scotland as well as sites in and around London.

ACCOMMODATIONS AND FACILITIES
Classes will meet in Florida State University's (FSU) London Center in Bloomsbury, known for its universities and its literary ties, and which is located in the very center of London. The British Museum is a neighbor, Covent Garden and Soho are minutes away by foot, and Whitehall, with its government offices, is a short walk as well. Several tube stations are also close by, giving you access to both the Piccadilly, Northern, and Central Lines of the Underground, and so all of London. The FSU Center also offers lounge space, library, and a computer lab, and mail and package pick-up.

Housing is also well located, with a wide range of amenities and easy transport links, and within easy walking distance to the FSU Center. Students will be housed in secured flats, with fully-equipped kitchens and access to laundry facilities.

PROGRAM COSTS
Program Fee (billed to the Bucknell student account): Tuition and Fees will be the same as you would pay for a semester on campus (loans, grants and scholarships apply.)

The Program Fee includes:
› Academic Instruction
› Housing
› Transportation: round-trip airfare from New York City area to London; transfer from airport to housing in London; public transit pass for Tube and bus system
› Comprehensive health and accident insurance.

Expenses Not Covered:
› Meals
› Books
› Transportation between your home and departure airport
› Independent travel
› Personal expenses

The best thing about taking classes in London is that you talk about something in class and then run into a real world example of it on your way home the same day.